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Hello All

Here we are at the halfway point of our school year. After a challenging start, things seems to have settled.
Let’s hope the positive trend continues.
I never tire of saying how impressed and grateful I am to be part of our St Patrick’s family. I know staff and pupils
give their all to make each day as positive as possible. This is a responsibility we have to each other.
Over the weeks and months, it has been great to see attendance steadying. We have come to realise now, more
than ever, every day in school counts. Each class is working at pace as we continue to consolidate learning.
Looking ahead, towards the end of this academic year, all statutory assessments resume.
Children in Reception class will be assessed against a criteria of a good level of development. Pupils themselves
will, of course, be blissfully unaware of this.
From 9th -12th May, Y6 will be involved in SATs assessments. They are working hard and enjoying the range of

challenges the Y6 curriculum brings. Y6 is all about preparation for secondary school, developing independence
and becoming self-aware as learners (recognising where you may need more help in your work and making sure
you ask for it). It is also a celebration of each child’s journey through St Patrick’s.
By the end of May, Y2 assessments will also be finalised to mark the end of pupils’ KS1 experience. How time flies!
Again, this is part and parcel of children’s everyday activities.

In June, pupils in Y1 will complete a phonics assessment. Mrs Evans and Mrs Langley will call on your help to ensure any
gaps in knowledge are addressed. This is very important as it ensures children are ready to become more independent
readers and writers.
Also in June, Y4 children will undertake a multiplication test. I am sure there will be plenty of practising going on.
Regardless of any timed test, however, good times table knowledge is essential as it is the cornerstone of much of the maths
pupils will encounter.
Of course, I could not mention classes without a reference to our super Y3 and Y5 classes. To apply an educational term,
they too are working their socks off!
It is, therefore, full steam ahead.

Please work closely with us to ensure your child fully embraces all learning opportunities offered. If your child’s class
teacher asks you to support your child in a certain way, please work with us. The emphasis at St Patrick’s is never just to
‘pass a test’. We want every child to enjoy learning and make good progress from their different starting points so they can
fully access all aspects of the curriculum; developing confidence, skills and understanding along the way.
To us, pupils are individuals and learning experiences are tailored accordingly!
After this holiday, there will be a change to the organisation in our school office. Mrs Charlton will begin to work across
two schools, St Patrick’s and St Michael’s, Esh Village. Mrs Clarke will continue to work part-time every day. Office staff will
be joined by an apprentice whom I am sure will be an asset to our team.
Any queries, as ever, please contact us at: sptd@stpd.bwcet.com.
I hope you all have a lovely half-term rest!

Kindest regards
Mrs Burgess

Junior Editors
Thank you to my support network!
One again, the junior editorial team has
been great.
They have written lots of excellent articles
for this edition.
Enjoy reading!

Reception
Reception have been working extremely
hard this term. Their main focus was
Supertato and capturing Evil Pea. In fact,
that’s their favourite book to read. With so
much dedication and hard work, they
finally captured Evil Pea. They set pea
traps and wrote letters to find out more
information about his evil scheme. Evil
Pea had a plan though. He called his
friends to free him but it was too cold so
his friends arrived in frozen ice cubes.
Reception pupils had to ‘unfreeze’ them
and they enjoyed experimenting to see
the best way to melt the ice cubes.
Children said that was one of their
favourite things.

Keeping phonics fun, they have practised
tricky words by throwing beanbags in to a
hoop and then saying the word. Since they
have been working super duper hard they
got a really cool light table that makes
shadows and something called a coding
critter and you get to programme it. Ah, I
wish I was back in Reception.
By Cara

Year 1
Year 1 have been working extremely hard in their
classroom. There has been a great deal of effort and a
great deal of fun.
Their topic this term was, ‘Our Wonderful World’.
Children have been looking at buildings and features
of our local area. They spent time in St Patrick’s
Church.
Y1 have partnered up with Y2 to make an excellent map of the
UK. They really have improved their map skills. Recently, they
have been thinking about the human body. They have been
tasting different foods, learning about their senses. They also
completed observational drawings of a pineapple.
Tricky! One of their favourite activities was to
hear all the different sounds in the yard.
The children really loved doing that.

Darci - loved art and counting in maths.
Millie - enjoyed jumping and doing numbers in
maths.
Evie - adored doing art and listening to the
teacher reading stories.
Melissa - loved playing with her friends and
practising her hand writing.
By Georgie P

YEAR 2
This half term, Year 2 have been learning about superheroes.
Not superheroes like Superman and Wonder woman, REAL LIFE
superheroes such as: Mary Seacole and Florence Nightingale.
Zara said, “I really like learning about superheroes!” Our police
visitor came into school to talk about her very important job.
Another parent came to talk about his fascinating scientific
work in medical research! Thank you both, for sharing your
time. Wow! What brilliant jobs to have!
In science, Y2 are exploring which material is most stretchy
and what kind of ball is the bounciest.

QUOTES:
Erin said, “I like art and drawing!”
Indiana said, “I enjoy doing R.E and writing stories.”
Mason said, “P.E is really good, and I love doing gymnastics.”
Mary Jane explained, “I love playing with my friends.”

By Ella

Year 3
Year 3 have thoroughly enjoyed learning about the
Romans. They have learned how Romans built roads
and have written explanation texts about this. In
Year 3, they have enjoyed computing. Sounds fun!
There is a big emphasis on spelling in Year 3. Pupils
are exploring all the different graphemes. Did you
know, there are 6 graphemes that represent ‘s’?
Oh — tricky!
They have learned lots in RE and Science.
Ellie commented, “I love learning about computing
and RE.”
Ava added, “I like learning about the Romans.”

Year 3 have loved PE and doing rolls, balances and
jumps. They have thoroughly enjoyed jumping off
the equipment safely. Tom, our coach taught Y3
games once a week.
Everyone enjoyed this half term and are excited to
come back next term.
By Katie

Year 4
In Year 4, their topic has been Europe.
They have learned about countries, capital
cities, mountains and rivers.

Year 4 wrote booklets about persuading
people to go to a country of their choice.
Vin said, “I liked persuading people to go
to Iceland!”
They have also been learning about
electricity and making games with
Reception! We are going to show our
games on the last day of term.” Year 4
have LOVED PE! They have been playing
Dodgeball, Banana Split and the Pyramid
Game. The main thing they have done in
PE is gymnastics. They have concentrated
on fractions in maths and have loved doing
calculations.

Pupils have also been learning to play the
ukulele. They can now play, ‘A Sailor Went
to Sea.’
They have even played Bingo in French.
Très bien!
By Nina

Year 5
Year 5 have had a really interesting 6 weeks at
school this half term. Their topic has been space.
They enjoyed learning about the planets in our
solar system and have learned rhymes to
remember the order of the planets.
In Year 5, the children have been focusing on
fractions in maths—both mixed and improper.
This is really important in the up-coming years.
Year 5 children have been writing a nonchronological report about space and the solar
system.
They enjoyed extracting information from model
texts to inspire their own ideas for the report.
Their book this half term has been Cosmic. This is
about a boy who pretends to be an astronaut and
is the size of an adult so gets sent to space in a
rocket. They have really enjoyed this story.

In science, Year 5 have been inspecting the
planets and identifying them. In art, Year 5 have
been designing ugly dolls so they can make them
with felt.
Year 5, along with some other year groups,
entered a BWCET competition to submit a portrait
of Bishop Wilkinson.
Unfortunately, our entries were not selected as
one of the winners, but we think they were all
great.
By Alfie

Year 6
Year 6 have been busy and working hard during this term. They have been enjoying working on this term’s topic World War II. As
part of their learning, they thought about the kinder transport and the Blitz. In English, Year 6 have been writing a diary entry
about evacuated children and how strange and frightening this must have felt.
Luke said, ‘I have found evacuation very interesting and fascinating to learn about.’
In maths, Y6 pupils have been working on various different subjects. Some of their main topics have been ratio, angles and
percentages. They have had some good challenges to work through and now know many different facts to help them work out
maths problems. For example, they know if you need to find 50% of something you just have to half it. They have also been
learning about the mean of numbers. Work is a bit more challenging, but pupils have found it very fun to learn many new and
different things.
Ruby D said, “I have really enjoyed maths this half term.”
Logan said, “I have loved fractions!”

Alfie said, “I really like the challenges that we are set in maths lessons.”
In RE, Year 6 have been learning about finding verses in the Old Testament and New Testament and also learning and describing
certain verses in their own words. They have been writing a letter in the style of St Paul about sharing and being kind to each
other
In PE, Year 6 have been working with Tom, our PE coach on a Tuesday. We have concentrated on communication, patience and
working on co-ordination in real life situations. Our favourite activities were river rafting with the mats and cops and robbers as
we have been learning about defending. We are getting much better at these games and enjoy this subject.

As we are sure you will know, we have also made a brilliant animation about e-safety. Check it out on our school website.
E-safety is always at the top of our agenda in school!
By Rosie, Ruby D and Georgie R.

Holy communion
A number of pupils from Y4 and Y5 are sharing the joy of getting closer to God through their
First Holy Communion. They are all enjoying their time with Mrs Taylor and Mrs Mantle. In
these lessons, Y4 and Y5 will find out more about Baptism, The Liturgy of the Word, Offertory
and The Liturgy of the Eucharist. There is a Reconciliation service being planned.

These lessons are fun and educational and by the sounds of it, everyone is enjoying it. This is
no surprise as Mrs Taylor and Mrs Mantle have been amazing over the years.
The date for Holy Communion is Sunday 12th June.

Here’s what some of the children had to say:
Vin, “I like the prayers we say at the start and end of our sessions.“

Jessica, “I like the work we are doing in class for Holy communion.“
Joseph, “The teachers are nice and are very kind.“
Ella, “I like the teachers because they teach us in an interesting way.”
Joseph BL: “I like the fact that I go to Church every Sunday.”
By Lainey

Eco-warriors
St Patrick’s Eco-Warriors take our role in school very seriously.
We have been discussing the issue of developing our forest school area. We hope to add some food planters. They are
expensive but we have found a solution that everyone is happy with. This solution is taking place in the last week of
term and involves one of our PE lessons. It is called Minute to Mile. It is a circuit that will be set up by Eco-Warriors and
for every minute or so that children engage in physical activity, that is equal to one mile. We are aiming high, and we
are going to London and back (well from the comfort of our school hall). It would be 560 miles if we were actually
travelling the distance. Family and friends are very kindly sponsoring pupils for the time and distance completed.
Some pupils shared their thoughts. Max said, “I think Minute to Mile is a good idea.” Phoebe agreed, “I like the idea
and I really enjoyed the activities.” Maisie said, “The circuits are a great idea.”
By Lainey

Reading Plus

Reading Plus is a new reading initiative we have

introduced to pupils in Y4, Y5 and Y6.
It gives children access to a huge range of online
texts, specifically targeted at their reading level.
It provides opportunities to develop children’s
fluency (the speed and accuracy with which they
read), their comprehension (their understanding
of what they have read) and their vocabulary.
The children have been shown a short video
explaining Reading Plus. You may like to watch
this as it gives a good overview of the
programme and how it works. The video, which
lasts around 4 minutes, is available here.
https://youtu.be/iNrs_Terub8

Years 4, 5 and 6 have enjoyed reading plus so far
especially Y6 since they had the privilege of testing
this fantastic programme first.
Logan in Year 6 said, “I like how it improves your
reading rate and the avatars are amazing.”
Ruby H in Year 6 said ,“I love the different levels!”
Scarlet in Year 5 said ,“I like the guided window
because it helps me improve.”
Year 4 pupils said, “Reading plus is really fun. It has
lots of texts and the leader board is fun because you
can have a little competition against your classmates.”
We are really enjoying Reading Plus and we hope that
we can continue with this for as long as possible.
By Alfie

Pupil Leadership Team Update
This half-term the pupil leadership team (PLT) have worked with their classmates to devise The Top 5 Rules to keep
everyone safe and happy! We feel this reflects our behaviour policy which states that everyone has a right to feel safe
but that everyone also has a responsibility to think about how our own words and actions can affect others.

The rules are:
Respect everyone — do not use bad language;
Have fun and include everyone;
Use all equipment safely — including climbing equipment;
Be aware of all different ages on the yard and everyone’s space.
No fighting
We are considering the following consequences:
A warning;
No break time for a certain amount of time;

Reflection note;
Parents called;
Equipment or football pitch banned for a certain amount of time.

By Nina

Go Health
Go Health is an amazing programme involving our
pupils in Y3 to Y6. It really gets you moving and it is
so much fun! The challenge is to become more active
every day.
The free resources given to every child are brilliant.
Mrs Hodgson, who loves sport, takes a lead on this in
school. She keeps everyone going. Lots and lots of
children have really enjoyed participating in the
initiative.
Pupils have created some of their own moves and have developed great
ideas for games. Pets are even getting involved. From small to tall, it is
for everyone and everyone has loved it.
By Cara

Mince and
dumplings
with
vegetables

Fish and
chips
must be
Fishy
Friday!

Whole
meal pizza
and jacket
potatoes

Vegetarian
meatball
pasta!
Mmmmm!

Mrs Miller and Mrs Dwyer prepare fantastic meals for our pupils. We have listed some of our pupils’ favourite dishes. If you are
considering school meals for your child, please look on our school website to see the huge variety of choices. From 4th April 2022, the
price of a school meal will be £2.20. Remember, school meals are free for all pupils in Reception, Y1 and Y2.
If your child brings a packed lunch, please make sure you adhere to the guidelines in our packed lunch policy which is available on our
school website. Our lunchtime supervisors have commented on the increase in sugary snacks. We ask that you include healthier
options only for pupils. The packed lunch policy is next on the agenda for the pupil leadership team as we aim to remind all our pupils
of the need for healthy mind and body.

Safety
Being safe on the internet is very important.
Y6 made a slideshow about E-Safety. This slideshow involved a lot of rules about being safe online. This includes not
talking to people on line who you do not know. As mentioned earlier in the newsletter, you can check this animation out
on our school website. Logan said, “I think all parents should check the age ratings on apps before they let children use
them”. Y5 have talked about E-Safety and games that are suitable for children and how to stay safe on line. They have
also talked about messages on line and how best to respond to these.
Year 4 have been talking about the need to know friends ‘in person’ before you are safe to talk online. If you do not know
people in person, you must unfriend them. This leads onto if someone is being mean or hurtful to you, you must tell a
trusted adult and they will help.
All other classes have considered how to stay safe. Mrs Bajrami, who leads computing in school, has been visiting classes
to talk about what apps, activities and games pupils access on line. Everyone should always be safe around the internet. If
you’re old or young, always be aware.
By Ella Graham and Georgie R

Safeguarding
At St Patrick’s, we view safeguarding as everyone’s responsibility.
If you have any safeguarding concerns, our lead members of staff in school are:

Designated Safeguarding Lead: Mrs Burgess
Deputy Safeguarding Leads: Mrs Gardner and Mrs Charlton
If you are ever concerned that a child is being harmed or neglected you can call:
First Contact directly on 03000 26 79 79

If you ever feel a child is at immediate risk of harm call 999.

Pupils, if you are ever worried or need help and you are not in school, you can call Childline
0800 1111

